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JULY 1, 2015 - AUGUST 31, 2015
Special offers are valid through these dates unless otherwise specified.

REPAIR & MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST
TIP#004

DAILY  Beginning of Day
1. Turn on office master water switch (if applicable).
2. Turn on vacuum and air compressor systems.
3. Turn on nitrous-oxide and oxygen cylinders (if applicable)  

and/or activate alarm panel.
4. Flush water through handpieces and syringe water lines.  

On self-contained water systems, fill bottles and flush.
5. Check steam sterilizer distilled water levels and fill.
6. Fill ultrasonic cleaner with new solution.
7. Replace developer and/or fixer replenishment bottles  

if necessary and turn on film processor (if applicable).

DAILY All Day
1. Sterilize and lubricate handpieces, lube prophy angles, 

contra angles, and straight nose cones after each patient.
2. Disinfect operatory equipment after each patient.
3. Flush handpiece waterlines after each patient.
4. Check water level in self-contained water system bottles.
5. Sterilize autoclaveable syringe tips after each patient.

DAILY  End of Day
1. Turn off nitrous-oxide and oxygen cylinders (if applicable)  

and/or alarm panel.
2. Turn off vacuum and air compressor systems.
3. Turn off office master water switch (if applicable).
4. For delivery systems with self-contained water bottle 

systems, flush handpiece tubings, air/water syringes, 
ultrasonic scalers, and prophy jets with air to eliminate 
unnecessary bio-film  
build-up. Allow all systems to dry overnight.

5. Drain ultrasonic cleaner and clean.
6. Turn off delivery systems, x-rays, sterilizers, ultrasonic 

scalers, prophy-jets.
7. Clean operatory HVE and saliva ejector tubings with 

vacuum line cleaners. Flush as required by manufacturer. 
Replace traps if necessary.

8. Disassemble, clean, and lubricate valves and o-rings  
on HVE’s and saliva ejector valves.

9. Turn off film processor (if applicable).

WEEKLY
1. Check and/or change trap(s) on vacuum system  

(if applicable).
2. Check and/or replace o-rings on handpiece couplers and 

gaskets on handpieces.

MONTHLY
1. Check or replace master water filter element, frequently 

found in utility or mechanical room (if applicable).
2. Check and/or clean, or replace plaster trap.
3. Clean and lubricate lab handpiece.
4. Clean model trimmer.
5. Clean panoramic/ceph cassettes and intensifying screen 

with intensifying screen cleaner.
6. Check rubber goods on analgesia systems for deterioration. 

Replace if cracked or torn.
7. Check controls of emergency oxygen unit and rubber 

goods for deterioration.
8. Check water bacteria with test kit (sink, delivery  

system water).
9. Check and/or clean lab vacuum filter(s).
10. Check output intensity of curing lights with light meter.
11. Check and pull pressure relief valve on sterilizer (grab 

keyring on chain and pull).
12. Perform sterilizer cleaning procedures (as  

per manufacturer).
13. Perform film processor cleaning procedures (as  

per manufacturer) (if applicable).

SEMI-ANNUALLY
1. Replace sterilizer door and cassette seals.
2. Air abrasion units – perform maintenance as per  

manufacturer’s recommendations.
3. Check and/or replace amalgam separator cartridge  

(if applicable).
4. Check oil and filter on the vacuum system. Change per 

manufacturer’s recommendation. Generally based upon 
hours of usage.

5. Check the performance of your ultrasonic cleaner with the 
tinfoil test. See back for instructions.

ANNUALLY
1. Change oil (if applicable) and air intake filters  

on air compressor.
2. Change water filters for vacuum system (if applicable).
3. Change air and water filters in delivery systems.
4. Check delivery system handpiece and vacuum tubing  

for cracks or stiffness.
5. Check intra-oral x-rays for drift in tubeheads and arms  

and all bushings and pins.
6. Check oil and filter on the vacuum system. Change  

per manufacturer’s recommendation. Generally based  
upon hours of usage.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
800.562.8176

www.burkhartdental.com

The performance of the ultrasonic cleaning unit should be tested  
on a regular basis by using a few strips of regular weight (household) 
aluminum foil.

1. Prepare a fresh tank of cleaning solution according to the 
manufacturer’s directions. Run the unit for 15 minutes to de-gas 
the solution. This de-gassing will eliminate any air found in fresh 
solution. Turn the unit off.

2. Suspend a piece of tin foil approximately 4” x 5” in the solution 
using cut lengths of coat hangers. In any case, make sure that 
the tin foil does not come in contact with the sides or bottom  
of the tank.

3. Turn unit on and run the unit for 5 minutes. Lift the foil out of the 
solution. A proper working ultrasonic cleaner will leave a mostly 
even, distributed pattern of holes and pits in the foil.

4. An ultrasonic cleaner that is not performing properly will leave 
only a few holes, or no holes or pits at all in the tin foil. In this 
case, contact your Burkhart Account Manager.

ULTRASONIC CLEANER PERFORMANCE TEST
TIP#005

BioSonic UC300

BioSonic UC125

SCAN THE QR CODE  
with your smart phone and watch 
a demo of the performance test!

Or visit: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Jdw-j-r4acQ

BioSonic UC125   
86700245   $885

BioSonic UC300   

86703001   $1,885

$25 Visa Gift Card 
when you buy a UC125

$50 Visa Gift Card 
when you buy a UC300


